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Exclusive J/ψ Production off Light Nuclei
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Incoherent scattering
• Study of low-energy J/ψN interaction (FSI)

• Bound-nucleon gluonic form factor

• Coherent photoproduction: γA→J/ψA’
• Nuclear gluonic form factor

• Imaging of low-x gluons



Low-energy σJ/ψN is a relevant quantity to test different predictions for 
the QCD Van Der Waals interaction and J/ψ-nuclear bound states.

• Direct access to J/ψN→J/ψN and the elementary J/ψN total cross 
section
σJ/ψN < 1 mb (from J/ψ on N)
σJ/ψN ~ 3.5 mb (from A dependence of nuclear absorption). 
σJ/ψN ≥ 17 mb (multiple expansion and low-energy theorems in QCD).
σJ/ψN ~ 7 mb (two-gluon exchange QCD calculation of interaction 
potential)

The J/ψN Interaction
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The J/ψN Interaction from Photoproduction
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 By means of cross-section measurement of
•Vector-Meson Dominance (VMD) and Optical Theorem

•Scattering length from VMD application
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where fJ/! = 11.2 and f" = 5.33.

Obviously we can get the #(!q) + p(!!q) " $0(!k
!

) + p(!!k !

) amplitude from Eq.(38) by
interchanging J/! and $0. This will allow us to calculate the total cross section %#p,"0p of
#p " $0p. Clearly, within this model based on the vector meson dominance hypothesis,
%#p,"0p is closely related to the total cross section of $0p " $0p which can not be obtained
experimentally, but can be essential in determining the parameters associated with our
phenomenological potential V"N,"N(E).

FIG. 2: Graphical representation of J/! photo-production on the deuteron. Graphs(a), (b), and
(c) correspond, respectively, to the impulse contribution, Eq.(43); NN re-scattering, Eq.(50); and

J/!N re-scattering, Eq.(49).

D. Cross sections for " + d " J/! + n+ p

In Fig.2, we illustrate the mechanisms included in our calculations of the cross sections
of J/! production on the deuteron target. Since we are mainly interested in the J/!-N
interaction (Fig.2.(c)), we will examine how the predicted cross sections depend on the J/!-
N relative momentum in the final J/!+ n + p state. This can be done most e"ectively by
considering the following di"erential cross section in the CM frame of the #(!q) + d(!!q) "
J/!(!k) + n(!pn) + p(!pp) reaction
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FIG. 9: The di!erential cross section d!/(d"pd"J/!) of #+d ! J/#+p+n vs the momentum "J/!
of J/# in the center of mass frame of the J/#+n sub-system. The results are from coupled-channel

calculations using the J/#-N potential, Eq.(11), with µ = 0.6 GeV and $ = 0.20. %p in (a) and (b)
are the angle between the incoming photon and the outgoing proton. The red dashed, blue dotted
and pink dashed-dotted lines are the contributions from the amplitudes of the Impulse term, J/#N

re-scattering, and NN re-scattering, respectively. The black solid lines are the coherent sum of
these three amplitudes.

FIG. 10: The di!erential cross section d!/(d"pd"J/!) of # + d ! J/#+ p+ n vs the momentum
"J/! of J/# in the center of mass frame of the J/# + n sub-system. %p is the angle between the
incoming photon and the outgoing proton. The black solid, blue dotted, and red dashed-dotted

lines are from the coupled-channel calculations using the J/#N ! J/#N potential, Eq.(11), with
µ = 0.6 GeV and $ = 0.20, 0.09, 0.06, respectively.

C. &+ + d ! J/#+ p+ p

For the calculated d!
d"pd|"#J/!| of the !

+d ! J/!+ p+ p reaction, we find that the impulse

term dominates at all angles. Furthermore, the contributions from the J/!-N re-scattering
(Fig.2(c)) are weaker than those of the NN re-scattering (Fig.2(b)). Nevertheless, the data
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The J/ψN Interaction from Photoproduction

γd→pnJ/ψ



A. Freese, M. Sargsian, Phys. Rev. C 88, 044604 (2013) 

Here, !dpn and !µ!
"N!V N are the covariant vertices for the transitions d ! pn and !N ! V N .

The spin wave-functions of the deuteron, nucleons, photon and vector meson are denoted
"d, u, #µ, and $! , respectively. The spin degree of freedom of each particle is identified by
a superscript in parentheses.

v

FIG. 3. (Color online) Feynman diagram for PWIA scattering.

As was discussed above, we evaluate Eq. (5) by considering only the positive-energy pole
in the bound nucleon propagator. Then, in accordance with VNA we use the approximate
completeness relation /p"p+mN "

!

#!
p
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p)(p"
p) in which the four-momentum of the

struck nucleon is defined through the o"-shell kinematic condition p"p = pd # pn, meaning
that p"2p $= m2

N (see e.g. [11]). This allows us to introduce the deuteron-wave-function within
VNA[11] as
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where p = 1
2(p1 # p2) and pd = p1 + p2. Further calculations we perform in the lab frame

(i.e. the deuteron rest frame), for which p = p1 = #p2.
Using Eq. (6) and introducing the invariant Feynman amplitude for vector meson photo-

production from the struck nucleon, i.e.
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into Eq. (5), we find the PWIA amplitude to be
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where s"N" and t"N" are the Mandelstam variables at the !N ! V N vertex. Note that the
vector meson photoproduction amplitude that enters above is half-o"-shell since the struck
nucleon is initially in a virtual state. In these calculations, however, we use on-shell spinors
for the bound nucleon and account for o"-shell e"ects only kinematically by identifying the
four-momentum of the bound nucleon as p"p = pd # pn. Earlier estimates[11] demonstrated

this approximation to be reasonable when
|p!

p|#
$t
,
|p!

p|#
s % 1, both of which are satisfied here.

B. Single Rescattering Contribution

Within GEA, there are four single rescattering processes to consider (Fig. 4). The pro-
cesses can be separated into two groups. In the first group (Fig. 4(a,b)), the proton receives
its large momentum due to a hard photoproduction vertex, while in the second (Fig. 4(c,d))
its large momentum comes from a hard rescattering vertex.
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FIG. 4. (Color online) Feynman diagrams for single rescattering contribution.

While the first three diagrams in Fig. 4 can be identified as having one hard and one
soft rescattering vertex, the fourth one requires two hard vertices in order to provide a large
momentum to both the vector meson and proton. In principle, a possible “one-hard”and
“one-soft” scenario can be realized for the fourth diagram if the high momentum of the
intermediate neutron is transferred to the final proton by means of a small angle charge
interchange reaction. However, this contribution is negligible due to the pion exchange
nature of charge interchange scattering at the considered energies, which results in an overall
contribution that decreases with spn and contributes at most a few percent in the forward
direction1.

It is worth noting that due to antisymmetry of the nuclear wave function, the amplitude
of Fig. 4(c) enters with the opposite sign relative to the amplitude of Fig. 4(a). However its
contribution will be suppressed for near-threshold production of heavy vector mesons (such
as J/!), since the high !tthr. of the photoproduction reaction will make the first vertex hard.
Thus we expect appreciable contribution from Fig. 4(c) only for higher photon energies, or
when the produced vector meson is light.

We will calculate only the contributions of diagrams Fig. 4(a,b,c), for which we use
e"ective Feynman rules (see Ref. [9]). Denoting the invariant amplitudes of the processes as

1 A detailed discussion of charge interchange FSI for d(e, e!N)N is given in Ref.[11].
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R = s (pn = 600 MeV)
s (pn = 200 MeV)

6

exchange model[36], according to which the function A(s) entering into Eq. (41) can be
parameterized as

A2g(s) =
N2g!
1 + !2

!

s" sthr.,N
s"m2

N

"

, (45)

with the constant N2g = 1.38 GeV!2 found from a fit to photoproduction data[29]. The
slope factor B is estimated from the two-gluon form factor of the nucleon as[37]

Be!. =
4

1 GeV2 " t
. (46)

It is worth noting that at t = "2.23 GeV2, Be!. # 1.24 GeV!2, which is close to the
low-energy B value of 1.25 GeV!2 measured at a Cornell experiment[28].

The observation that the very limited phase space near threshold may favor a coherent
interaction of all three quarks in the nucleon suggests the possible dominance of a three-gluon
exchange mechanism, which predicts much weaker energy dependence at the threshold[36]:

A3g(s) =
N3g!
1 + !2

, (47)

with the constant N3g = 0.36 GeV!2 fit to the results of Ref. [28]. For this model, we
adopted a constant slope factor B = 1.25 GeV !2, consistent with experimental data[28]. In
both cases, we use ! = "0.2.

FIG. 10. (Color online) Angular dependence of the ratio defined in Eq. (44) with di!erent
J/"-N cross-sections, using the two-gluon parameterization of [36]. Estimated at pn = 400 MeV,

q0 = 10 GeV and "t = 2.23 GeV2. Includes all diagrams.

In Fig. 9 we present the prediction of above models, where the di!ractive part of the
J"-N amplitude is parameterized with ""N = 5 mb and B = 1.25 GeV!2. This figure
indicates the presence of two rescattering peaks, with the peak at #nl = 30" corresponding
to J/"-N rescattering. This pattern of two rescattering peaks, each corresponding to one
of the rescattering diagrams, has also been observed in Ref. [30].
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The J/ψN Interaction from Photoproduction

γd→pnJ/ψ



• Sensitivity to hidden-color component of the deuteron wave function.

Incoherent Photoproduction off Deuteron: J/ψN FSI

Small-Size Configurations in Nucleus via J/ψ 
Production

0.1. CHARM PRODUCTION NEAR THRESHOLD 3

that the two-gluon exchange mechanism remains dominating down to lower energies. It is
pointed out that a better data at low energies are needed to verify this approach and stressed
that the knowledge of the transverse gluon distribution is important as a key ingredient for
the understanding of relative importance of soft and hard processes for high energy nucleon-
nucleon collisions at di!erent impact parameters and is needed for description of data from
hadron colliders.

On few body targets, each exchanged gluon may couple to a colored quark cluster and
reveal the hidden color part of the nuclear wave function, a domain of short range nuclear
physics where nucleons lose their identity (Fig. 3). It is striking that in !d ! J/"pn the
|8c8c > hidden color state of the deuteron couples so naturally by two gluons to the J/"pn
final state [8]. Such exotic configurations are more likely to appear below the threshold for
charm creation on a nucleon at rest, where quasi free production is suppressed. On deuterium
the threshold for J/" production is " 5.65 GeV, while on heavy nuclei the threshold is simply
the J/" mass 3.1 GeV.

a s

Figure 3: The simplest diagram to reveal hidden color state in deuterium [8].

The formation length, lF , over which the cc pair evolves into a J/" after its interaction
with a nucleon, is given by:

lF "=
2

m!! # mJ/!

!
EJ/!

2mc

"
"= 0.22E" (3)

Near threshold lF is about 1 fm, closer to the size of the nucleon than to the size of the
nucleus.

This is the ideal situation for determining the scattering cross section of a full sized
charmed meson on a nucleon, in contrast to the situation at high energies where the cross
section is sensitive to the interaction of a compact cc pair with the entire nucleus. There is
an interest in knowing the cross section #!N due to several reasons. Since there is no Pauli
blocking for charm quarks in nuclei, a large attractive Van der Waals potential binding the
pair to the nucleus may occur [9]. This potential may yield a relatively large value of the "-
nucleon cross section of #!N $ 7 mb at low energies [10]. Such a gluonic potential between
color-neutral states would open up a possibility to trace part of the short-range nucleon-

J.-M. Laget, Nucl. Phys. A 581, 397 (1995); M. Sargsian, private communication; S.J. Brodsky, E. Chudakov, P. Hoyer, J.M. Laget, Phys. Lett. B 498, 23 (2001). 

S.J. Brodsky et al. / Physics Letters B 498 (2001) 23–28 27

Fig. 5. The variation of the cross-section of the reaction
! D ! pnJ/" against the neutron momentum |"n|, at fixed t .
Solid line: quasi-free contribution. Dashed line: contribution of a
hidden-color component when its probability is 0.1%. Dash-dotted
curve: the same for a probability of 1%.

tion can be roughly estimated as:

d#

dt d|"n| = d#
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!!!!
! p!J/" p

4$ "n2
"
%cc

# "n
2

$%2F 4
1 (t/4)
F 2
1 (t)

,

(7)

where the fourth power of the nucleon form factor
comes from the fact that two nucleons have to recom-
bine, each at the momentum transfer t/4 [18,21]. We
assume that the form factor of the transition between
a colored cluster and the nucleon does not differ too
much from the nucleon form factor 1 and that the re-
coil momentum is equally shared between the two col-
ored clusters whose relative wave function is %cc("n/2).
This component of the deuterium wave function has
not been measured and few predictions are available.
As an example and to set the order of magnitude,
the hidden-color contribution in Fig. 5 has been ob-
tained using the Fourier transform of the wave func-

1 This is a conservative estimate, since a color 3-quark cluster
is probably more compact than a singlet nucleon; hence the form
factor should be larger.

tion depicted in Fig. 11 of Ref. [22]. Since it exhibits a
node around 500 MeV/c, a node appears in the cross-
section around n # 1 GeV/c. In a more elaborate cal-
culation the sum over the nucleon internal momentum
would wash out this node. Anyway, this rough esti-
mate shows that the hidden-color component contri-
bution dominates the cross-section above 0.5 GeV/c.
The calculation reported in [22] predicts a probability
of finding a hidden-color component in the deuterium
wave function of the order of 0.1%. Fig. 5 also shows
what one may expect for a probability around 1%.
Scattering on colored clusters may dominate sub-

threshold production, since the high momentum of the
struck nucleon suppresses the quasi free mechanism.
On deuterium the threshold for J/" production is
$ 5.65 GeV, while on heavy nuclei the threshold is
simply the J/" mass 3.1 GeV.
Let us close this note with two remarks. At thresh-

old, the formation length [24,25] (during which the cc
pair evolves into a J/" , after its interaction with a nu-
cleon)

(8)lF $= 2
m" % & mJ/"

"
EJ/"

2mc

%
$= [0.22 fm]E! /GeV

is around 1 fm, considerably smaller than the size of a
large nucleus. It is thus possible to determine the scat-
tering cross section of a full sized charmonium on a
nucleon using nuclear targets, in contrast to the situ-
ation at higher energies where the nuclear interaction
of a compact cc pair is measured. The study of the
A dependence of the J/" photoproduction cross sec-
tion at SLAC at 20 GeV [23] gave #J/" N = 3.5 ±
0.8± 0.5 mb. However, a large calculated background
was subtracted and the lack of information on the J/"

kinematics prevented a separate measurement of co-
herent and incoherent photoproduction. A new mea-
surement of J/" photoproduction on several nuclei
aroundE! ' 10 GeV, with good particle identification
and a determination of the J/" momentum is clearly
called for.
Although the cc pair is created with rather high

momentum at threshold, it may be possible to observe
reactions where the pair is captured by the target
nucleus, forming “nuclear-bound quarkonium” [15].
This process should be enhanced in subthreshold
reactions. There is no Pauli blocking for charm quarks
in nuclei, and it has been estimated that there is
a large attractive Van der Waals potential binding

Hidden-color component contribution 
dominates the cross section above neutron 
momenta of 500 MeV/c.

May dominate subthreshold photoproduction 
(on deuteron: Ethr=5.66 GeV).
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Gluonic Structure of Light Nuclei
Coherent Photoproduction: γA→A’J/ψ

8

ds
dt
~| Fgg (x1, x2,t,m2 ) |2= 1

(1− t /m2g
2 )4

Universal Fgg expected, 
independent of µ2; m22g~1 GeV2

L. Frankfurt and M. Strikman, Phys. Rev. D 66, 031502(R) (2002).

Formalism for proton. Extension needed 
for light nuclei.

The t-dependence of the cross section can provide access to the gluonic 
structure of the nucleus

Hard scale set by the     size r⊥∼1/mc=0.13 fm. Probe is hard for all Q2.

•Near-threshold Energies (large |tmin|, large x, small b) - gluon form factor

•High energies (|tmin|~0, small x, large b) - imaging of low-x gluons

cc
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Near-Threshold J/ψ Production off Deuteron

M.D. Baker, A. Freese, L. Guo, Ch. Hyde, Y. Ilieva, B. McKinnon, P. Nadel-Turonski, M. Sargsian, V. 
Kubarovsky, S. Stepanyan, N. Zachariou, Zh.W. Zhao

Invariant Mass e+e-  (GeV/c2 )

ev
en
ts

All data from Spring 2019

Partial data collected in 2019 - 2020 with the CLAS12 
Detector in Hall B

Data analysis and received data
• Inclusive yield (Spring 2019 data) ~450 J/ψ (e+e-).  

Analysis is in progress for the exclusive channels 
(priority to quasi-free production off the proton and 
neutron)

• Coherent and incoherent study: received only 22% of 
requested 90 days due to energy drop.
• Coherent scattering: expected ~1 event /2-3 PAC 

days. Expected |t|-coverage, 0.3 - 1 (GeV/c)2.
• Incoherent scattering (FSI): expected < 1 - 2 FSI 

events/PAC day



Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Considered nuclei: d, 3He, 4He, 6Li, 12C, 16O

Kinematic variables: gA→ J /y ′A

 

W = s = ( pg + pA )
2

t = ( pA ' − pA )
2

x =
MJ /y

2

W 2

xL = 1− x

pT = | t |

A
γ

Z

f c



Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Ideally, would detect all final state particles: A’,e+,e- or A,μ+,μ-

Cross section dominated by the nuclear charge form factor

the very begining and two at the end, from previous experiments were utilized to find

the full set of Fourier-Bessel coe�cients. The reduced �2 value with these points is

1.93. The departure from the ideal value of unity is mostly dominated by our last

experimental point (at 2.79 fm�1). If we exclude this point, the �2 value immediately

drops closer to 1.
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EF
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0.6

Deuteron Data

Results from Fourier-Bessel analysis

Fig. 6.13: Comparison between the experimental electric form factor and the F-B
parametrization curve for the deuteron.
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d

A.A. Kabir, Determination of the charge radii of several light nuclei from precision high-energy electron elastic scattering, Ph.D. Thesis, Kent State 
University (2015)

Figures 6.9 and 6.10 compare the experimental results with the fits obtained from

the F-B analysis. The reduced �2 value in our experimental range is 1.16.
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Fig. 6.9: F-B parametrization for the form factors of lithium.
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Our F-B parametrization

C12 Data

Fig. 6.1: Comparison between the experimental values of reduced cross section and the
results obtained via the Fourier-Bessel analysis.
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6Li 12C

0.2 GeV 0.4 GeV
0.1 GeV 0.2 GeV 0.1 GeV 0.3 GeV 0.5 GeV



Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

To access low-x gluons, high W is critical

Forward detection of the recoil nucleus is highly desirable
• pT ≲ 300 - 400 MeV/c for gluon imaging at low x 

• |t| ≤ 1 GeV/c is the most feasible due to rapidly decreasing rates; 
sufficient coverage of the diffraction minima needed for studying effects 
of nuclear shadowing



Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Access to low-x gluons: d

p T
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Kinematics of recoiling d: requirements for forward detector
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10x137.5 configuration



Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Access to low-x gluons: 4He

Kinematics of recoiling 4He: requirements for forward detector
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Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Access to low-x gluons: 6Li

Kinematics of recoiling 6Li: requirements for forward detector

10x137.5 configuration

xL

p T
,6

Li
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G
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/c
)

p T
,6

Li
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θ6Li > 1 mrad
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Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Access to low-x gluons: Overview 

Kinematics of recoiling nuclei: overview for |tmin| = 0.1 (GeV/c)2

No effect of beams crossing angle



Coherent Quasi-Real Photoproduction: Considerations
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Access to low-x gluons: Overview 

Kinematics of recoiling nuclei: overview for |tmax| = 1 (GeV/c)2

No effect of beams crossing angle
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Kinematically, access to coherent production at near-threshold W is feasible

d
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10x100 configuration
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Forward detector acceptance is important
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Opportunities for probing light nuclei with J/ψ 
at EIC

Kinematically, access to coherent production at near-threshold W is feasible
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Summary
Coherent J/ψ Photoproduction off light nuclei allows to access various aspects of 
nuclear dynamics (small W vs high W)

• Forward detection is critical to successfully carry out the program (access to low 
pT is of importance).

• Phase-space event generator developed - flexible with respect to crossing angle 
choice, reference frame, final state, output format, etc.

• Kinematic studies with phase space distributions are complete.
• Acceptance and resolution effects (CORE, ECCE, ATHENA) are to be studied next.
• For rate estimates would benefit from cross section estimates from theory 

groups.

Low-energy J/ψ-N interaction via FSI in incoherent photoproduction is best studied off 
deuteron 
• First experimental glimpse from E12-11-003B with CLAS12 at JLab
• EIC capability needs to be studied
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The End
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